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The following presentation contains forward-looking statements that reflect management's current views with respect to future 
events. Such statements are subject to many risks and uncertainties. If the assumptions underlying any of these statements prove
incorrect, then actual results may be materially different from those expressed or implied by such statements. For further details, 

please refer to the disclaimer at the end of the presentation.
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Infotainment - best content and regional heroes

Automated Driving - the gift of time
Driving & Charging - intelligent and seamless
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MB.OS hardware architecture is purpose-built
An integration platform for intelligent vehicle functions across all car lines
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MB.OS hardware base layer – semiconductors
Tailored strategy for each chip cluster
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MB.OS software base layer allows very rapid OTA updates
Ethernet backbone links domain computers and connectivity module



MB.OS software base layer
Deep dive into our in-house developed infotainment controller



Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Cloud
Benefits in scalability, flexibility and sustainability

Cloud
infrastructure and platform 

as a service

Range Assistant Remote Control
Customer 

applications and
services

Navigation Digital Key Online Music . . .

Charging 
Stations Functions Live Traffic

Cloud
application platform

Vehicle Functions Car Sharing Functions . . .

Vehicle Connectivity Vehicle ManagementCloud
core platform

User & Consent 
Management Service Management . . .

Automation Monitoring Resource ManagementCloud
base layer . . .Security



MB.OS is powered by data
For better product and customer engagement

Data from 16 million cars by 2025

Continual product improvement

Individual customer offerings

Mercedes Me ID

Mercedes me privacy center







We are the architects and owners of the MB.OS platform
Full control of development to deliver an outstanding luxury product

Service-
oriented

Chip-to-cloud
architecture

Scalable
decoupled
software

and 
hardware

Proprietary
platform
built on 

standards

Designed for
safety And

Privacy. 
enabling

partners of
choice



MB.OS is designed to give an unrivalled customer experience
How we are creating a unique living space

FOUNDATIONs

Chip-to-cloud architecture
Scalable proprietary platform

Decoupling of hardware & software
Designed for safety and privacy

LIVING SPACE
Body & Comfort - personalized luxury experience

Infotainment - best content and regional heroes
Automated Driving - the gift of time
Driving & Charging - intelligent and seamless



BODY & COMFORT

INFOTAINMENT

AUTOMATED DRIVING

DRIVING & CHARGING



MB.OS will create an immersive multi-sensory experience
We have control over all vehicle functions to deliver exceptional comfort

Immersive 
entertainment

Video

Motion

Light

Climate control

Fragrance

Energizing comfort to 
wearables

Digital Vehicle Key for 
smartphones
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Place Details provided by Google
Discover your points of interest



Long-term strategic partnership
Mercedes-Benz navigation provided by Google



Regional heroes for best navigation
Leveraged by Unity game engine

TMAPAMAP



Spectacular screens and user experience
Intuitive. Interactive. Learning.



Car as entertainment center
Fast and efficient third-party app integration for various use cases

App store 
Powered by

…
Natively

integrated

…



Entertainment center
Video streaming with leading apps - regionally tailored

©2021 Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. | ©2022 Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
The Batman and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and DC Comics. All rights reserved.



Integrating gaming platforms
Starting with Antstream Arcade

1500
classic games 

500 
mini games



Unparalleled audio excellence
Also in entry segment



Seamless video conferencing
From the comfort of your Mercedes-Benz



Personalization
Mode for Digital Art – an exclusive canvas
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Mercedes-Benz leads in safe automated driving
Our Level 3 system is a world first

Level 2 
Automatic Lane Change (ALC) in the U.S. and more 

markets to come

Level 3
DRIVE PILOT available in Germany, approved in 

Nevada, expected soon in California

Working towards higher speeds

Level 4 
INTELLIGENT PARK PILOT available in Germany





Constantly improving
Machine learning powered by fleet data



Advancing next-generation Level 2 automated driving
Leveraging machine learning

AI-powered and data-driven

New dimension of processing power 

System designed for urban use cases

Point-to-point assisted driving based on navigation

Substantially increased availability and ODD

Best-in-class LiDAR

Starting with MMA for entry segment

Lidar

Camera
Radar



Accelerating next-generation Level 3 automated driving with 2x computing power
Giving customers back even more time

Up to 130 km/h 
in its final stage

Automatic Lane Change (ALC) and 
highway-to-highway transfer

Worldwide rollout to
additional markets







BODY & COMFORT 
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First-class range management and route planning
Only possible with access to all vehicle data 



We are the architects
Strong technical foundations and a compelling luxury living space

personalized
Luxury

Experience

Best content
and 

navigation
via 

Partnerships

Leadership
in

automated
driving

Intelligent
and seamless

driving
and 

charging

Service-
oriented

chip-to-cloud
architecture

Scalable
decoupled
software

and 
hardware

Proprietary
platform
built on 

standards

Designed for
safety and 

Privacy.
Enabling

partners of
choice



The new E-Class interior
Introducing a whole new user experience
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Disclaimer

This document contains forward-looking statements that reflect our current views about future events. The words “anticipate,” “assume,” “believe,” “estimate,” 
“expect,” “intend,” “may,” ”can,” “could,” “plan,” “project,” “should” and similar expressions are used to identify forward-looking statements. These statements 
are subject to many risks and uncertainties, including an adverse development of global economic conditions, in particular a decline of demand in our most 
important markets; a deterioration of our refinancing possibilities on the credit and financial markets; events of force majeure including natural disasters, 
pandemics, acts of terrorism, political unrest, armed conflicts, industrial accidents and their effects on our sales, purchasing, production or financial services 
activities; changes in currency exchange rates, customs and foreign trade provisions; a shift in consumer preferences towards smaller, lower-margin vehicles; a 
possible lack of acceptance of our products or services which limits our ability to achieve prices and adequately utilize our production capacities; price increases 
for fuel or raw materials; disruption of production due to shortages of materials, labour strikes or supplier insolvencies; a decline in resale prices of used 
vehicles; the effective implementation of cost-reduction and efficiency-optimization measures; the business outlook for companies in which we hold a 
significant equity interest; the successful implementation of strategic cooperations and joint ventures; changes in laws, regulations and government policies, 
particularly those relating to vehicle emissions, fuel economy and safety; the resolution of pending governmental investigations or of investigations requested by 
governments and the outcome of pending or threatened future legal proceedings; and other risks and uncertainties, some of which are described under the 
heading “Risk and Opportunity Report” in the current Annual Report or in the current Interim Report. If any of these risks and uncertainties materializes or if the 
assumptions underlying any of our forward-looking statements prove to be incorrect, the actual results may be materially different from those we express or 
imply by such statements. We do not intend or assume any obligation to update these forward-looking statements since they are based solely on the 
circumstances at the date of publication.




